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Her family or her world? Who dies is up to Blade Sinclair, but how can she
possibly choose?
JANUS IS A TWO-HEADED MOON
By Susanne Marie Knight

Prologue
Since the beginning of time, the beings known only as “the Ancients” patrolled the
universe. Where they came from--no one knew. How many were their numbers--also a
mystery. What was their purpose?
Ah, on that question, some could venture a guess.
Some called them angels, backed by divine intervention. Others took a dim view of the
Ancients’ activities, cursing their unwelcome interference. Meddlers, mediators, spawns
of the devil; the list was as endless as the boundaries of space.
The Ancients cared not for the accolades, nor the opprobrium of other lifeforms. They
had a job to do, and one must admit, they did it well.

****
Once again, She entered the beloved star system of Sol on a mission. Only an
infinitesimal fraction of time had passed since She and her beloved partner had visited
Earth with the purpose of saving the Milky Way Galaxy. A successful outcome had
blessed them all, however a new threat now brought danger much closer to home.
Earth itself was in jeopardy.
As was her way, She traveled ahead of her companion, eager to reach the dazzling
beauty of the solar system’s third planet. But the sight of a monumentally huge slab of
rock floating aimlessly in space stopped her progress, which allowed her mate to catch
up with her.
“What troubles you, my own one?” He reached out with his bodiless form to offer her an
intangible embrace. “Is it this asteroid? Do you sense something wrong with Vesta?”
In the vast distance of space between Mars and giant Jupiter, the asteroid Vesta was
one of the largest remaining fragments of the former fifth planet. Long ago, too long to
mention, a battle had been fought over this star system. She and He had warred with
the vicious Sarthox, an equally prehistoric race of beings.
The Ancients had won, but at a cost. Without conceding defeat, the Sarthox caused this
world to explode, which spewed fragments of its newly-born glory out into the solar
system and beyond. All that remained were barren bodies of rock and dust littering the
celestial skies to create this asteroid belt.
Then the Sarthox retreated, never to return until... now.
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The time for reflection had past. She gathered up her immense volume and proceeded
to the third planet from Sol.
“It is not Vesta, per se, that agitates me. Evidence of the Sarthox’s ruthless destruction
is right before us, and now they imperil our dear Earth--our very first venture as a unit.”
Arriving at her destination, She paused above the outer edges of the living planet’s
atmosphere. “This jeweled orb is so dear to me. I cannot bear to think....”
She stopped. If She had eyes, She would have cried.
He coalesced his molecules next to hers, then mingled them together, in an attempt to
soothe her. “My own one.”
A gentle buzz vibrated through her, comforting and energizing. She readied herself for
the task ahead. “Stay here. I have an idea.”
Down She went, through the rich, murky atmosphere layering her favorite world.
Heavier and heavier She grew with Earth’s gravity. She did not stop until She reached
land.
For a moment, She absorbed the sights and smells of Humanity here on the home
world. She stretched her infinitesimal mass out to analyze the myriad of sensations
bombarding the airwaves. What She needed, who She needed was....
Here!
She gazed down at a small, one-story red brick building. Through the large glass
window, She observed a number of very young Humans, all females except for two
males. The room in which they stood was brilliant with light, which bounced off mirrors
lining three of the walls. One adult rose above these immature Humans, a young
woman dressed in white tights and a long, baggy top. She was a teacher, instructing
these children to perform some kind of action.
“Let’s try again,” the woman’s vocal chords sounded. “Stretch up tall, heels together and
toes apart. Now hold your arms in a soft circle in front of you as if you were hugging a
very large ball.”
The female nodded and smiled approval at her pupils. “Look in the mirror so you can
see your posture. This is the first position of ballet, called première.”
Perfect. This young woman was the perfect choice. She could not contain her
enthusiasm so She surrounded the teacher with waves of energy from her ethereal
form.
A puzzled frown formed on the female’s face. She did not want to alarm the young
woman, so She quickly broke contact, and prepared to return to the freedom of space.
But wait. There was something here. Something not right. An icy tendril of death
reached out from one of the four corners of the studio.
Unprepared for this contact with evil, She shivered.
We have been waiting for you, an eerie voice hissed into every molecule She
possessed. The Games begin. Prepare for battle.
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She spiraled upward faster and faster to escape the Sarthox presence. Finding her
partner, She then relayed the dreadful news.
“It has begun.”
He compressed his celestial matter to encircle her form. “I feared as much. Come, we
must decide what additional assistance we can provide.”
With much regret, She and He left the solar system to journey out to the center of the
galaxy.
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~ Part One ~
Morituri te salutamus.
We who are about to die salute you.
A gladiator’s cry to the Roman populace
before facing death in the arena.
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Chapter One
Well, that was really weird.
Blade Sinclair staggered back until her hip hit the wooden rail, or barre, attached to the
studio wall. Out of the blue, the strangest feeling had come over her. For a second,
she’d felt as if she’d been completely surrounded by... love?
Ten pairs of wide eyes watched her, devouring her every move, so she steadied her
nerves and continued the ballet lesson.
“Who remembers the second position or seconde?”
A petite girl, barely higher than the barre, raised her hand. “Feet apart, arms out, Auntie
Blade.” She gracefully demonstrated the proper form.
“That’s right, Naomi. Now everyone get into second position.”
As the children scrambled to stand with their feet turned out and arms extended to
shoulder level, Blade circled around them.
“Stretch your legs,” she commented to one pupil. “No stiff hands,” she corrected
another.
She was brand new as their teacher, barely a month under her belt. All in all, it was an
enjoyable experience, and they, in turn idolized her as only four or five-year-olds could.
They even called her “Auntie” although just one of the students actually had a right to.
Little CeCe, a minx of a child, with two bobbing pigtails instead of the required bun,
wanted to be a ballerina like her aunt.
Blade smiled. Although the classical dance form had been around for about a thousand
years, little had changed during the millennium. One needed discipline, determination,
and whole-hearted dedication to become a professional ballet dancer in 2458. The
same had applied to the ballerinas of yesteryear.
One also had to follow the rules. CeCe, with her dangly pigtails and bright leotard
complete with its own fluffy tutu, often disregarded rules. She had her own mind about
things, even at the tender age of four.
Leading her students in a basic bending movement, or demi-plié, Blade fought to control
the flare of pain in her right knee... and the memories it always dredged up. Once upon
a time she had danced the part of Aurora, in French choreographer Marius Petipa’s
timeless ballet, “The Sleeping Beauty.” It was a role that every ballerina aspired to, a
role that arguably could be considered the pinnacle of a classical ballerina’s career.
The role of Aurora could be hers no longer. An incorrect landing from a leap across a
Moscow stage had torn a ligament in her knee.
To Blade’s credit, she had fallen gracefully and her partner reacted quickly by picking
her up. She even managed to continue dancing until the end of the performance. But by
then the pain was excruciating. No amount of ice water or physical therapy helped.
In the end, she had to have surgery, and therefore was sidelined from the rest of “The
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Sleeping Beauty” production. The damage had been far-reaching--to her reputation and
to her knee.
Blade automatically checked her posture in the mirror and smoothed a stray hair back
into her dark, tight bun. Her career as prima ballerina was over. She was washed up at
age twenty-five.
Forty-five minute of class time never seemed like enough, and soon it was over. But
perhaps it was for the best that the lesson was short for the attention span of young
ones was understandably brief.
Before the children dashed off to their waiting parents, they all performed the formal
bow or curtsy of good-bye, in ballet called révérence.
“Don’t forget to practice your steps,” Blade called out to them. “See you next week.”
The studio door closed leaving her and CeCe alone.
“I’m hungry,” CeCe announced. “I’m gonna have a big burger and fries.” She wandered
over to the play area in the entryway and began making pretend dinner in the toy
kitchen set. “Want me t’make you one, Auntie Blade?”
“No, thank you, honey. Even pretend burger and fries have too many calories!”
The little girl was used to her aunt’s Spartan diet, so she nodded and occupied herself
with plastic cooking utensils while she waited for Blade to take her home, as was their
usual routine.
Blade removed her overly large top to reveal the leotard underneath, then returned to
the studio to stretch and practice. Carefully lifting her right leg onto the barre, she
sighed. Even though her knee injury had ended her career, she still had to go through
her moves everyday. Joints that were unused would stiffen up, and if she ever danced
again, she’d risk further injury.
Dance again? She shrugged at her foolishness. Well, she could dream, couldn’t she?
She grit her teeth against the pain, and after warming up, she slowly slid across the
floor, counting beats in time with the background music. Deeply engrossed in her
training session, time passed quickly, but she was roused from her trance by the
unexpected sound of voices traveling in from the entryway. Not just CeCe’s high,
squeaky tone filtered in, but a deep, cultured one as well.
Who was out there? Worry propelled Blade’s feet to the anteroom. “Hello?”
She latched her gaze onto a distinguished older gentleman with perfectly coiffured white
and grey hair and matching trimmed beard. He was sitting on a tiny yellow chair and
held a cup of make-believe tea in hand, all the while talking earnestly to CeCe. The
artificial scent of hamburgers from the play kitchen was in the air, along with another
scent. Something unrecognizable.
Blade raised her voice. “May I help you?”
The man’s smile dazzled. “I am in hopes that I haven’t disturbed your practice, Ms.
Sinclair.” He stood and made a courtly bow. “Plevake Va-Thor, at your service. My
grandson, Fernando, has greatest honor of attending your most valued class.”
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“I like Fernando,” CeCe piped up. “He tells funny jokes, doesn’t he, Auntie Blade?”
“He certainly does.” Blade grabbed her top and quickly put it on. She wasn’t usually
uncomfortable in her ballet clothes, but this man, with his sardonic eyebrows and
glowing eyes, seemed to take too much pleasure in her barely clothed form.
“It’s very nice to meet you, Mr. Va-Thor. Fernando is a joy to have in the class. Would
you like to hear about his progress?”
Before he had a chance to answer, the play kitchen’s bell beeped, releasing the aroma
of freshly baked bread. CeCe immediately forgot the adults and returned to her task of
preparing dinner.
Mr. Va-Thor made a flowing gesture with his arm. “Perhaps we go inside to talk? It’s not
about Fernando that I unicoptered here.”
“Certainly. CeCe, we’ll be in my office if you need me.” Blade led the way through the
studio to her tiny cubbyhole. She had to admit she was intrigued. If he didn’t want to talk
about his grandson, then why was he here?
Entering the office area, she pulled out a folding chair for him, then sat behind her desk.
“So what can I do for you, Mr. Va-Thor?”
He appeared equally at ease on this seat as he had in miniature playset chair. With a
manicured hand, he stroked his beard and gazed at her. Everything about him, from his
flowery speech to the fine cut of his tailored linen suit bespoke a gentleman of
refinement.
However, for some reason, the short hairs on her neck stood at attention.
“You can do much for me, Ms. Sinclair. And I, in turn, can do much for you.”
Blade smiled grimly. That was a line... or proposition she had heard many times,
whether here in Hackensack, New Tri-Metropolis or Greater Paris, or even in the wilds
of the African Serengeti. There was no need to respond. She would send this joker on
his way-“Would you like to dance again, Ms. Sinclair?”
Does the Earth revolve around the sun?
She bit her lip to hide the sudden pain the man’s words caused. “Of course.” Her voice
came out raspy, as if unused to speech.
“Do you know about upcoming Olympic Games?”
“Everyone knows about the Olympic Games.” She stretched out her throbbing leg and
sat back in her chair.
Well over three thousand years had passed since the first of the Games were held in
Olympia, Greece. That simple, ancient competition had evolved into a worldwide event
bringing athletes together to promote peace and good will.
But then over three hundred years ago the Great Migration had taken place, dividing
Humankind into two groups: those still on Mother Earth and the larger group that left to
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colonize the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. The latter group was also responsible for
creating the Galactic Core Coalition, the GCC, an alliance between Humans and other
lifeforms.
With the bulk of Humanity gone from its home, the drive to compete in an Olympic
Game was lost--the flame of the fabled torch had flickered out... until now. In only one
month, the “Galactic” Olympic Games would return, once more to be held on Earth.
Athletes from the four corners of the Milky Way would have the opportunity to win or
lose on Earth’s playing fields. This was big, big news, almost as big as when Earth was
allowed to join the Galactic Core Coalition six years ago.
Mr. Va-Thor’s steady gaze disturbed her. His eyes, a peculiar shade of violet, seemed
to smolder with hypnotic intensity.
“So. Ms. Sinclair, you haven’t heard of the new event that has just been added.”
There were over one hundred athletic events. And perhaps even more that nonHumans competed in. Blade longingly eyed her empty studio through the doorway. Too
bad her practice had been interrupted.
“I guess not, Mr. Va-Thor. But what of it?”
“Air ballet, Ms. Sinclair. Singles and pairs.” He raised his sardonic eyebrow.
“Interested?”
The walls of her tiny office closed in on her, suffocating her. Her heart pounding, she
rushed over to the open door and hold onto the doorframe while she concentrated on
controlling her breathing.
Pictures of floating on air while doing a grand jeté--a traveling leap across the floor--also
floated before her eyes. It was the most graceful sight she’d ever imagined.
She quickly licked her lip, lusting after the opportunity to dance once again. “I-I’ve never
heard of air ballet.”
But all too soon, she came back down to the ground. “I have a knee injury.”
He placed his fingertips together, forming a pyramid and rhythmically pressed them
together to an internal beat. “True, my dear. However, the location for this event will be
held on your satellite.”
She shook her head. She must’ve been a little slow today. “My satellite?”
“Terra’s satellite. Luna.” His urbane voice held a note of disapproval.
Blade glanced over into the entryway to make sure CeCe was still safely playing, then
she reseated herself to study this person. No one referred to the Moon as Luna. Nor did
natives call Earth, Terra.
“Who are you?” she blunted asked.
“May I call you Blade?”
This wasn’t the time for social niceties. She skewed her lips. “Yes.”
“My thanks.” Mr. Va-Thor waved his hand. “It matters not where I’m from. My son,
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Jevake, competes in air ballet. He--”
She had to interrupt. “Is Jevake Fernando’s father?”
She knew full well he wasn’t for when the child’s mother, Valke, registered, she listed
Donald as the father.
The man’s beard seemed to vibrate with indignation. “My daughter Valke is the mother.”
He allowed the rebuke to hover in the air. “I continue. Jevake needs a partner. I have
researched the best of available dancers and decided upon you, Blade, as our gladiator,
as it were.”
This was too much to take in. The temperature must’ve dropped in the room so she
rubbed her hands together to get warm. “But why do you want me?”
As he shrugged, she heard a rustling sound. His crisp white shirt, evidently made with
the stiff, shiny fabric of taffeta, crackled with his movements. Hundreds upon hundreds
of costume changes had given Blade an eye and an ear for various textiles.
Taffeta, for a man’s garment, surely was odd.
“I have chosen, and Jevake respects my decision.” He folded his arms against his chest
as if to indicate that his decision was final. “With Luna’s gravity one sixth that of Terra,
surely you see that your injury will not impede you in the slightest. You needn’t worry
about paperwork or any other details. I have connections and will take care of
everything. All you have to do is travel to Luna, and practice with Jevake.”
Mr. Va-Thor leaned in closer to make his next point. “And win the gold.”
His predatory smile gave her chills. “It isn’t as easy as that, Mr. Va-Thor--”
“Plevake, please.”
Plevake, Jevake,... she had a headache.
She scooted back in her chair. “The Olympic Trials were just held,... Plevake. The
competition is over. Team Earth is in place with the winning names on the Olympic
roster, along with the alternates. I can’t just step in at this late date. Even if I were ready,
it’s impossible.”
Impossible, maybe, but it was a glorious fantasy. Imagine being able to dance again to
the thunderous applause at the finale.
Plevake broke through her reverie. “Not impossible, my young Blade. I speak not for
Team Terra, but for Team Sarthox. I am authorized official.” He inclined his head. “Our
little planet has of late joined Galactic Core Coalition--GCC--and we are most eager to
give good accounting of ourselves at Games.”
Again his smile sent shivers down her back.
Blade fiddled with her unadorned earlobe. She’d never heard of Sarthox as a colony of
Earth... or of Xaspaar, Humankind’s new home planet.
Then again, there were probably hundreds of worlds she didn’t know about--colonies
upon colonies. Ever since the GCC opened its doors to Earth, millions if not billions of
people, Humans and aliens, visited its sun-kissed shores. Which really took some
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getting used to, especially since Earth had been so isolated before.
Objection after objection reached her lips. “But obviously I’m not from your world. Surely
that isn’t allowed.”
“A mere technicality.”
“And, as you know, I’m not an amateur. Since I’m a professional, I’m ineligible--”
“It is of no import. I believe that particular rule changed back in Terra’s twentieth
century.”
Hmmm. He wasn’t buying her objections.
“I’m not in good condition. Since my injury six months ago, I haven’t been able to train
as I should.”
“Your abilities will return to you once you practice under Luna’s lower gravitational pull.”
He rose to his feet and slowly paced in the tiny available floor space in front of her desk.
“Team Sarthox will sponsor you, Blade, and take care of all your needs. When Games
have concluded, you will bring home a gold medal for us, and we...” His grin seemed to
stretch from ear to ear. “We will have satisfaction of showing the galaxy just how
formidable our little planet is.”
This couldn’t be happening, and yet it was. Plevake Va-Thor stood before her looking
every inch a diplomat. He offered her not only the opportunity to dance again, but also
to compete in the biggest event ever to be held on this world.
But, not to play for the home team, so to speak. She’d be competing against her own
countrymen.
However, as a colony world, Sarthox was still part of Team Humanity. It wasn’t as if she
would be on an alien team.
Damn. If she’d been fooling before about a headache, she wasn’t fooling now.
He waited for her answer. By the downturn of his lips under his salt and pepper beard,
she could tell he was annoyed that she wasn’t doing a gigantic leap with joy at his news.
Well, now that’s too, too bad for him, isn’t’ it?
Blade stood and placed her hands on hips. “I’ll have to think about it.”
“Thinking is good, yes? Do research, also.” He removed some papers from a pocket
inside his jacket. “Here is information for you to review. And contract. Perhaps your
brother will look this data over as well. Get his blessing, eh?”
So he knew about her brother, Ted, too? Plevake had certainly done his homework
about her. But that aside, this man was taking a lot for granted. A whole lot. Not the
least of which was that she would agree to be on his team, but that she would win a
gold medal.
“There is one more thing, Blade. I must have your answer in my hands by Sol’s zenith
tomorrow.”
“Noon?” Her voice raised an octave, betraying her surprise.
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Plevake made a practiced bow. “We leave on the three o’clock shuttle to Luna Landing.
I return here tomorrow. Until then.”
His footsteps echoed against the hardwood floor of the studio. He entered the
anteroom, kept his good-byes to CeCe brief, and then slammed the outer door shut.
Blade spun into action. She planned to take his advice in a big way. Hurrying into her
street clothes, she gathered up her niece and left to consult with her attorney brother.

****
“Blade, this is foolhardy. Much too risky.”
Blade sighed. She and Ted’d had the same conversation going for at least two hours,
first at his midtown office and now at his suburban house. She loved her brother and
appreciated his legal expertise and advice, but seven years older or not, he didn’t know
what was best for her.
“I’m going. That’s all there is to it. So what if we didn’t find info on Va-Thor. Or on
Sarthox. But his planet is listed as a participating GCC member, as are 332 other
planets. Besides, representatives of Sarthox are competing in several sports, including
air ballet. That’s all I need to know.”
She could be as stubborn as Ted. They both got that trait, along with nearly jet-black
hair, from their dad.
Ted’s wife, Willa, always played the peacemaker, and tonight’s dinner was no different.
She’d had lots of practice refereeing her husband and her sister-in-law during the six
years of marriage.
“More potatoes, anyone?” Although she was well aware that Blade didn’t indulge in
starches, she handed her a heavy bowl all the same. “There’s nothing like comfort food
when you’re stressed out.”
“Yummy comfort food, yummy comfort food,” CeCe sing-songed as she ladled a lump of
potatoes onto her plate. She gazed at her father, then heaped a helping of potatoes on
his plate, too.
Ted smiled at his daughter, patted her on her head, then pointed an accusing finger at
Blade. “What you need to know isn’t in that contract. Like who are these people and
why are they so fired up to have you on their team?”
It was a natural question. She didn’t take offense. On the contrary, she knew all too well
that there were many other ballet dancers with more ability. But how could she pass up
this golden opportunity?
Bypassing the potatoes, Blade took a celery stalk to nibble on. If only she could defuse
the situation so Ted wouldn’t worry too much. He had his own family to think about:
Willa, CeCe, and another little one on the way.
Blade took a conciliatory tone. “I’ll be careful, Ted. Promise. Besides it won’t be as if I’m
alone on the Moon. Sure, most of athletes, coaches, and officials will be housed at the
Olympic Village in Greece for the earthbound games, but almost 5,000 of them will be
camped out at Tychotown for the lower grav sports.”
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Ted harrumphed as only a lawyer could. “All that’s true, Blade, but I particularly don’t
like the clause that refers to you as a representative of Terra--Earth, of course. What’s
that got to do with playing for the Sarthox team?”
“Don’t know, brother mine, but I’ll find out. And after all, this is contingent upon whether
my knee decides to cooperate.”
Fingers crossed, toes crossed, and eyes crossed.
“It could be a moot point.”
“A moon point?” CeCe left her dessert untouched and scrambled out of her seat to run
to Blade. “I wanna see the Man in the Moon! Can I come with you, Auntie Blade?”
Blade savored the child’s hug for a moment, then set her aside. Nothing could be more
insistent than a child’s pleadings.
“No, sweetie. It’s not for certain that I’m going anyway.”
But that wasn’t really true. She was going. By hook or by crook she would get her
chance to dance again.
Ted must’ve seen Blade’s determination for he backed down from his objections.
“CeCe, help your mom clear the table, okay? Your aunt’s got to get home now. She has
a lot to do.”
Blade stood on shaky feet. He was right. She’d have to pack, arrange for a replacement
to take over her ballet classes, get a neighbor to feed her goldfish....
Her dinner threatened to make a re-appearance. Ted placed his arm around her waist,
supported her as she said good-byes to Willa and CeCe, then escorted her to the front
door.
“I’ll be at the studio tomorrow morning,” he said.
“No, it’s fine, Ted. You don’t have to--”
“I do have to. This way Va-Thor knows you aren’t just a single woman without family.”
He gave her waist a squeeze. “I’ll make a few tele-calls tonight. Cash in a few favors. I
know a track and field coach assigned to the Tychotown group. I did some work for him
a while back. Emanuel Benitez is his name. Quite a lively character. I’d feel better if I
knew he was going to look in on you every now and then.”
The whirl of engines signaled that her unicopter taxi arrived in the parking lot across the
street.
Blade nodded and wiped away a sudden tear. The enormity of what she was planning
was just starting to hit. “Sure, Ted. Thanks. See you tomorrow.”
Tomorrow. She struggled against violent winds created by the whirling unicopter blades,
then entered the small cab. In less than one minute, the vehicle lifted high above the
ground, leaving tiny houses behind. In less than one day, her life would drastically
change as well. By this time tomorrow, instead of the light of the silvery Moon shining
down on her, she would be bathed in the warm glow shining from Mother Earth.
Blade shivered. She hoped to God that she knew what she was doing.
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****
Va-Thor found a secluded spot in a rundown alley near the Terran woman’s studio. It
was as good a place as any to wait until contact time on the morrow. First making sure
no Human lifeforms might chance upon him, he then cycled down into stato-rest. Next,
he willed his exoskeleton to grow--to cover his entire body.
If any Terrans did happen to wander down the alley, all they would see was a large
greenish brown pod, fuzzy and cold to the touch, but nothing truly unusual to raise the
red flag of alarm.
With relief, he reverted to his true form. Maintaining the soft outer skin of these Humans
took a tremendous amount of energy. The Hoard had imparted this information about
the skin to him, but experiencing it firsthand was another matter entirely.
A communication hiss from the Hoard tapped into his cerebral cortex so he
concentrated to decipher it.
“Va-Thor, status on assignment.” The Hoard’s Project Squamata croaked out the
message. “Progressing to next level?”
“All is well, Squamata.” Va-Thor transmitted back to the Sarthox nest located in the Sol
star system. “The Terran female chosen by the Ancients will agree to our terms
momentarily. And if she does not agree, we will exploit her attachment to her young
blood relative. The next level will be taken on the Terran satellite. I ready myself to train
under the guise named Jevake.”
“Excellent,” the Squamata hissed in reply. “You are our best operative, and you are
aware of what is at risk. The long-awaited Great Spawning is near at hand. This system
is abundant in life-giving ammoniacum. The icy plains of Janus beckon us as our future
breeding ground.”
Although the Sarthox were ectothermic--regulating body temperature by exchanging
heat with the surroundings--Va-Thor still shivered. The thought of spawning in cold as
bitter as the black of space tightened his internal organs. Biological imperative was
important, certainly. However freezing one’s gonads off was quite another matter.
The Project Squamata allowed his enthusiasm to squirt. “The Hoard has prepared the
battlefield, our other operatives are in place. By our noble plan, by our valiant actions,
these puny lifeforms shall be destroyed, and as is our right, Sarthox will reign
triumphant.”
Again came the hiss of excitement. “We travel this vast distance between galaxies not
in vain. The Ancients shall taste the ignominy of defeat.”
“Honor to the Hoard. Success to Sarthox.” Va-Thor gave the standard ending salutation,
then completed transmission.
The three bony crests atop his head wobbled with annoyance. Preparing the battlefield
was all well and good. However he was the one who would be expending immense
reserves of energy, not only maintaining a Human form, but also performing the
complex movements in the air ballet competition.
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Releasing a heavy blast of poisonous breath, Va-Thor closed his eye slits. May the
Legendary Royal Squamata give him strength.
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